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The vision of my research is to lower the programming, testing and performance barriers of applications

that are data and compute intensive. I have contributed to adapting automated testing [1, 2, 3, 4]

and refactoring [5] for such software systems. My research belongs to the exciting cross-disciplinary

area Software Engineering for Data and Compute Intensive Systems, an upcoming field with a unique

combination of software engineering, heterogeneous computing, and data-intensive scalable computing

(DISC) systems.

Background and Current Work

Emerging data and compute intensive software applications have been increasingly dependent on big data

analytics platforms, such as Apache Spark, as well as heterogeneous platforms with hardware accelerators,

such as GPUs, FPGAs, and quantum circuits. My Ph.D. research focused on heterogeneous computing

with energy-efficient ASIC/FPGA accelerators. My approach bridges the gap between application char-

acteristics and innovative hardware technologies by trading accuracy for better performance and energy

efficiency. Specifically, I have worked on: (1) designing a diverse set of accuracy-configurable kernels

with quality guarantees [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]; (2) runtime quality management using learning-based roll-

back recovery [12, 13]; and (3) resilience-aware task scheduling on multicore platforms [14, 15]. During

my research, I noticed the difficulties in developing applications running on these emerging computing

platforms. Therefore, my most recent research has been focusing on improving developer productivity via

automated analysis tools in the emerging domain of big data applications and heterogeneous computing.

My work produced research papers in top-tier conferences and journals, including ICSE, ASE, TCAD,

DAC and ICCAD, with 327 citations to date. I describe my current work below.

Tooling Support for Big Data Analytics

Efficient Fuzz Testing with Framework Abstraction Automated testing for data-intensive applica-

tions on DISC platforms such as Apache Spark and Hadoop is challenging, because data is often incomplete,

continuously evolving, and hard to know a priori. Fuzz testing has emerged as an effective technique for

testing software systems. It runs a program with seed inputs, mutates the previous input to improve a

given guidance metric such as branch coverage, and repeats this cycle of input mutation and the target

program execution. However, it is nontrivial to apply such traditional fuzzing to big data analytics directly

for three reasons: (1) the long latency of DISC systems prohibits the applicability of fuzzing: näıve fuzzing

would spend 98% of the time in setting up a test environment; (2) conventional branch coverage is unlikely

to scale to DISC applications because most binary code comes from the framework implementation such

as Apache Spark; and (3) random bit or byte level mutations can hardly generate meaningful data, which

fails to reveal real-world application bugs.

I proposed a novel coverage-guided fuzz testing tool for big data analytics, called BigFuzz [1]. To

reduce the long latency, I designed a specification-based testing approach that abstracts DISC framework

using executable specifications in order to increase application logic coverage as opposed to increasing

framework code coverage. I presented a fully automated source-to-source transformation to map dataflow

operators’ implementation to a corresponding simplified yet semantically-equivalent specification for fast

test generation. Besides, I designed schema-aware mutations based on my in-depth study of real world

big data analytics error types. BigFuzz achieves up to 1477X speedup, 2.71X code coverage, and 1.57X

detected errors compared to random fuzzing. Though fuzz testing has decades of history in the literature,

my work is the first to target the big data application domain and to demonstrate that fuzz testing time

can be significantly reduced to make it useful in practice.

Tooling Support for Heterogeneous Computing

Automated Refactoring for Synthesizability and Performance Optimization Heterogeneous

computing with FPGAs has demonstrated orders of magnitude improvements in computing efficiency
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for many applications. However, the use of such platforms so far is limited to a small subset of program-

mers with specialized hardware knowledge. High-level synthesis (HLS) tools made significant progress in

raising the level of programming abstraction from hardware programming languages to C/C++, but they

usually cannot compile and generate accelerators for kernel programs with pointers, memory management,

and recursion, and require manual refactoring to make them HLS-compatible. Besides, it is a requirement

that experts must provide heavily handcrafted optimizations to improve resource efficiency, which affects

the maximum operating frequency, parallelization, and power efficiency. I ask this question — Is it possible

to expand and adapt existing refactoring techniques that are generally used to ease software maintenance

in order to reduce programming effort in heterogeneous computing with high level synthesis?

I answered this question in HeteroRefactor [5], which is a part of Intel/NSF CAPA project collabo-

rating people from the software engineering community and the computer design automation community.

HeteroRefactor contains a novel combination of dynamic invariant analysis, automated refactoring, and

selective offloading. We target three different kinds of high-level synthesis optimizations: (1) conversion

of recursive data structures, (2) integer optimization, and (3) floating-point tuning with a probabilistic

guarantee. HeteroRefactor achieves a significant resource reduction of about 50% with no human effort

required. This work is the first attempt, to our knowledge, for software engineering researchers to address

programming difficulties in heterogeneous computing. As the computer architecture is becoming increas-

ingly inclusive of FPGA incorporation, the Intel researchers are encouraging us to tech transfer this work

to Intel’s HLS compiler I++.

Fuzz Testing to Reveal Platform-Dependent Divergence As specialized hardware accelerators

like FPGAs become a prominent part of the current computing landscape, software applications are

increasingly constructed to leverage heterogeneous computing. Such a trend is already happening in

the domain of machine learning systems built on edge devices. Yet, debugging and testing methods

that target such heterogeneous applications are lacking. Treating such heterogeneous application code as

regular C/C++ is insufficient, as it does not take into account platform details that can significantly affect

the application behavior under heterogeneous environments. This problem is challenging and infeasible

for manual testing because: (1) the execution process takes several minutes for simulation and several

hours to days for synthesis, and (2) an input validity check before an accelerator call is not enough as

platform-dependent errors occur due to the resource availability on a specific platform.

With my prior experience in fuzz testing for big data analytics, I adapted fuzzing to heterogeneous

platforms, called HeteroFuzz [2]. In this work, I: (1) proposed a novel fuzzing guidance with a combina-

tion of branch coverage in host and platform-dependent characteristics in accelerators; (2) investigated

probabilistic mutations to increase the chance of hitting divergent behavior between CPUs and acceler-

ators; and (3) designed a boundary memorization-scheme in which the simulator will be invoked only if

the current input goes beyond the previously seen range. Within the same 24-hour budget, traditional

fuzzing like AFL can invoke a simulator with 5760 inputs only, while HeteroFuzz can attempt over 51000

inputs, achieving 8.8X speedup. This translates to HeteroFuzz reporting 35 new errors in well-known HLS

benchmarks, while AFL reporting 0 error. To our knowledge, HeteroFuzz is the only testing tool that can

detect platform-dependent errors missed by input range checking.

Differential Testing of Quantum Computing The past few years have witnessed a proliferation of

quantum programming frameworks (QPF) developed in response to rapid advances in quantum computers.

A QPF is error-prone and hard to test due to the lack of clear specifications and the probabilistic nature

of results. We devise a novel differential testing framework, called QDiff, with two major innovations: (1)

a novel definition of test outcome equivalence based on the K-S test and (2) quantum-specific program

variant generation. Applying QDiff to three widely-used QPFs — Qiskit, Pyquil, and Cirq — found 11

bugs, 6 of which have never been reported before. This work was done by a PhD student as the first

author. I mentored him through this project from polishing the scratch idea to writing a research paper.

All of my recent work has produced open-source tools to encourage community participation and

extended adoption.
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Future Directions

With the existing trend of porting compute-intensive functions to hardware kernels, platform-dependent

programming is becoming increasingly important in the software development cycle. Compared to emerg-

ing hardware design, software development tools for new computing paradigms are lagging behind and

they are the bottleneck making meaningful progress in developing compute-intensive applications.

My ambition is to create a subfield of Automated Software Engineering for Compute-Intensive Do-

mains that re-invent existing SE techniques for the emerging big data analytics, ML and AI, heterogeneous

computing and quantum computing. My research will re-evaluate every step of the software development

cycle, with a special interest in the development tooling support to improve productivity. The challenges

include: (1) The inherent long compilation time prohibits the applicability of most existing software

tools; (2) Performance comprehension is difficult when it concerns the interactions between separate pro-

gramming environments; and (3) Platform-dependent divergent behavior exists in each development step.

In the near future, with my expertise in programming resource-efficient platforms and my collaboration

experience in automated software testing and debugging for big data analytics, I will investigate:

Performance-Aware Fuzz Testing. Performance is the priority concern to accelerate a compute inten-

sive application. To help developers diagnose performance issues in the early phase of development cycle,

I propose to investigate performance-aware fuzzing to generate input data that can lead to computation

skew — abnormally high computation costs for a small subset of input data, and memory skew — where

an input data leads to pathological memory consumption. The key hypothesis is that computation costs

and resources are tightly related to inputs. I will design input mutation and feedback metric that are

specifically to detect computation and memory skew. For example, in a face recognition application, I

plan to introduce a computation skew by a concatenation mutation that stitches multiple images together.

The resulting input image with N facial images is likely to take N times more than an input image with

just one facial image. Besides, I will associate input data density with memory intensive behavior to avoid

unfruitful invocation. I intend to memorize the maximum density of previously seen inputs and invoke the

simulation only if the current density goes beyond the memorized ones. This research will expand fuzzing

to identify the test inputs that are capable to reproduce the performance behavior.

Automated Program Repair. Developing compute intensive applications with HLS is error-prone. It

is common that more than ten errors occur in just tens of lines of code. Existing iterative search-based

repair solutions are not easily applicable to HLS programs because: (1) HLS compilation time is much

longer than C/C++ compilation time and (2) HLS repair goes beyond C/C++ repair. For example,

after changing the data type of a variable and propagating this modification to the entire program, HLS

further requires explicit type casting for other related variables. I propose an efficient search-based repair

solution with reduced latency for HLS programs. The key hypothesis is that we can extract a dependency

graph for the encoded elementary edits which are designed based on common HLS compilation errors. To

reduce the number of repetitive simulator invocations, whenever an edit is made, all the subsequent edits

will be applied consequently. I will leverage a lightweight syntax and semantic parsing tool to avoid the

long synthesis time when an edit can be checked without an HLS environment. This proposed research is

particularly useful for HLS practitioners or graduate students facing the HLS learning curves.

Automated Performance Estimation and Debugging. Performance debugging at the hardware level

is a daunting task. I will develop an interactive high-level performance debugging tool with on-demand code

instrumentation and performance monitoring by leveraging the recent advances in performance debugging

of distributed systems. The proposed research lets users formulate a performance query in a specific

language. For example, “what is the estimated cycle for module A?” or “Why did two runs of module A

take the same amount of time even though the second one processed half the data?”. Given such a query,

the tool automatically inserts corresponding code in the original program for software simulation and

monitoring. I will investigate how to leverage performance prediction based on performance distributions

to predict the performance outcome without time-consuming simulation and synthesis.

Differential Testing Across Platforms. Unlike C/C++ compilation, the HLS compilation process

involves a series of C simulation, C synthesis, co-simulation, RTL synthesis, and actual execution. I

propose to build a differential execution based automated testing framework for heterogeneous applications.

I have contributed to finding differential outcomes of quantum programs [3]. The proposed research is
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more challenging because errors may arise from any configuration, any simulator, or any target device in

each step of the compilation process, and the long latency prohibits the efficacy of differential testing. I

intend to adapt the build outcome prediction to this new domain. The proposed test framework will, in

turn, contribute to fast and automated design space exploration.

In the long term, though data and performance remain key, I also intend to expand the reach of

input generation to program synthesis for kernel functions, and automate the kernel reuse across different

platforms and applications. My prior experience in encoding refactoring rules, generating static interfaces

by dynamic invariant analysis, understanding platform-dependent characteristics, and designing domain-

specific reusable kernel functions directly contribute to this line.

Closing Remark Specialized hardware kernels have the potential to revolutionize software development. I

am looking forward to working closely with software engineering researchers to rethink software techniques

for the emerging computer systems, and computer design automation researchers to understand platform-

dependent characteristics and practical development difficulties.
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